
Strive®

Nesting Chair
comfort | versatility | simplicity



Strive Nesting Chair

Strive nesting combines the
convenience of a nesting chair with
affordable comfort. No need to lift 
and stack these chairs. Just flip-up the
seats and conveniently nest them for
simplified storage or relocation.

Remarkable Comfort
Strive’s simple flex-back design
encourages movement, relaxation, 
and enhanced circulation.

Intrinsic Comfort Elements 
- Slats permit flexing 
- Radiused back conforms to your back
- Contoured seat dissipates pressure
points

Affordable Versatility
Strive redefines value by combining
readily available, recyclable materials
and a small number of components
into a versatile, ingenious design. It
offers good looks, comfort, 
affordability and durability.

Simplicity
Strive’s clean, elegant form embodies
simplicity and presents a consistent
visual design in a comprehensive
seating collection.

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

Specifications
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Learn more about 
Strive Nesting Chair

Armless: W23   D22-3/4   H33-3/4
With Arms: W23   D22-3/4   H33-3/4
With Standard Tablet: W24   D29   H33-3/4
With Oversize Tablet: W24   D32   H33-3/4
Seat: W17   D18   H16-1/2 - add 1" with uph.
Standard Tablet: 9-1/2 x 20-3/4 x 12-1/2
Oversize Tablet: 15-1/2 x 22-1/2 x 14
COM yardage seat: 3/4 yard

Fast-Paced Comfort.
Versatile, mobile Strive nesting chairs are ideal for fast-paced learning and training environments. This
simple, yet elegant seating is also comfortable enough for conference rooms. Available in poly or
upholstered seats with arms, tablets, or armless. Strive’s comprehensive seating collection includes:
nesting, 4-leg, sled base and high-density chairs as well as task seating, task stools, café stools, fixed
seating, and tandem seating.

Integral molded handle
makes it easy to roll
the chair anywhere.

Optional translucent poly back
(with upholstered seat only)
in three colors: Diamond,
Pewter, and Bronze.

Poly back has a natural
flex for unprecedented
comfort.

Tablet arms available in standard
size or oversize. Tablet arm
chairs nest for easy storage.


